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        IN THE COURT OF SUB-DIVISIONAL JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE, 

SONITPUR, TEZPUR

GR CASE NO. 949/ 2013

(U/S- 326/34 IPC)

State
Vs

1. Joon Borah and

2. Nayan Borah

…………Accused persons

Present before : Kumari Arti, SDJM(S), Sonitpur, Tezpur

For Prosecution : Ld. APP, Sri. R. Kr. Goswami

For Defence : Ld. Someswar Borah.

Date of Evidence : 02.05.2015, 16.02.2016, 01.06.2016 &

16.09.2016

Date of Argument            : 22.11.2021

Date of Judgment           : 03.12.2021.

                                                   JUDGMENT

1. The prosecution case in brief is that one Babu Borah has filed an ejahar

on 26.04.2013 stating that enlisted persons mentioned in the ejahar have

assaulted the  informant  Babu Borah  and Paltu  Borah with  a  Dao and

caused grievous injury. Hence this case.

2. The O/C Tezpur P.S on receiving the ejahar registered a case as Tezpur P.S

Case No. 489/13, U/S 326/34 of the Indian Penal Code. After investigation,

the I.O laid down the Charge sheet under Sections 326/34 of the Indian

Penal Code against the accused persons Joon Borah and Nayan Borah for

trial.
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Compliance of Sec- 207 Cr.P.C.

3. Copies of relevant documents were furnished to the accused persons in

accordance with Sec-207 Cr.P.C.

Offence explanation

4. During trial the particulars of offences u/s- 326/34 Indian Penal Code were

read  over  and  explained  to  the  accused  persons  to  which  accused

persons pleaded not guilty and claimed to face trial.

Evidence Adduced

5. Prosecution has examined five witnesses. Statement of accused persons

Joon Borah and Nayan Borah u/s 313 Cr.P.C are recorded and their plea

was of total denial.

Points for determination

6. Whether the accused persons namely  Joon Borah and Nayan Borah in

furtherance of common intention are liable for the commission of offence

punishable under sections 326/34 of IPC or under any other section of

IPC?

Discussion, Decision and Reasons thereof

7. PW1,  Babu  Borah (informant),  in  his  evidence  has  stated  that  he  is

acquainted  with  both  the  accused  persons. That,  at  the  time  of  the

incident he was at his home. That, the accused persons verbally abused

him by  using  foul  language in  drunken state.  That,  the  accused Joon

Borah hit him from behind with a “Dao”. That, he fell down on impact.

That, his brother Paltu Borah came to rescue him but the accused Joon

Borah hit  Paltu Borah with the said Dao on his head and waist.  That,

brother of accused Joon Borah named Nayan Borah also assaulted Paltu

Borah with a Lathi. Thereafter, he filed a case at Lalmati Police Outpost

and Police sent his brother Paltu Borah for medical examination. Ext.-1 is

his FIR; whereas Ext.-1(1) is his signature.
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In his cross-examination, PW1 has stated that wife of accused Joon

Borah filed a cross case in the court regarding the same incident. The

accused Joon Borah sustained injury on his eyes in the same incident.

That, accused Joon Borah and Nayan Borah are his relative.

8. PW2, Babul Borah, in his evidence has stated that he is acquainted with

the  informant  who  is  his  nephew.  That,  he  recognizes  the  accused

persons.   That,  he  heard  about  the  incident  and  he  did  not  see  the

occurrence of the incident.

In his cross-examination, PW2 has stated that he did not witness 

the occurrence of the incident and he knows nothing about the incident.

9. PW3, Smti. Manju Borah, in her evidence has stated that he knows the

informant as well as the accused persons. That, at the time of incident

she was at her home. That, at the relevant time her sons Babu Borah and

Paltu Borah were working then the accused Joon Borah started making

hulla in drunken state. That, accused Joon Borah hit Paltu Borah with a

Dao on his waist and head. That, accused Joon Borah also hit Babu Borah

with a dao on his arms.

In  her  cross-examination,  PW3  has  stated  that  at  the  time  of

incident she was inside her house. That, she went out of her house on

hearing hulla.  Police interrogated her regarding the incident.  That,  the

accused Joon Borah filed a cross case against her son Babu Borah. Babu

Borah shown police his blood stained shirt but police did not seized the

same.  That,  she  only  saw  Joon  Borah.  She  heard  that  Joon  Borah

sustained  injury  on  his  eyes.  Rest  of  her  cross-examinations  is  the

suggestions which she has denied.

10.PW4, Dr. Hiranjan Saikia, in his evidence has stated that on 25.04.2013 at

12:40 PM, he was posted at KCH as M.O and on that day he examined

Paltu  Borah.  He  found upon examination,  that  there  was  a  history  of

assault. He found two numbers of incise with size of 1 inch X ¼ inch X ¼

inch in the back and forehead. That, the weapon used is sharp and the
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age  of  injury  is  less  than  12  hours  and  type  of  injury  could  not  be

ascertained as patient left hospital after medical. Ext. 2 is medical report.

Ext.  2(1)  is  his  signature.  Before  his  examination,  the  victim  was

preliminarily  examined  by  emergency  ward  and  referred  to  him  on

24.04.2013.

  In his cross-examination, PW4 has stated that the injury sustained

may be caused by falling on sharp substance like bamboo. The patient

went to see him along.

11.PW5,  Nirmal  Borah,  in  his  evidence  has  stated  that  he  knows  the

informant as well as the accused persons. That, the incident took place

about 3 years ago at about 7:30 PM- 8 PM. That, the incident took place

in front of  Joon Borah's courtyard.  That,  the relevant time he went to

deliver milk. That, he saw a gathering of people. That, when he went to

the place of occurrence he heard that Babu and Paltu Borah assaulted

Joon and Nayan Borah. That, Bubali was hiding at the bush behind his

house. When he asked about the incident he confessed that he inflicted

blow on Joon's eye. That, he went to the house of Joon Borah and saw

blood oozing out of Joon's eye.

 In his cross-examination, PW5 has stated that both parties are his

relatives. That, he has not seen the incident. That, Bubali is also known

as Jayanta. That, Joon Borah's eye was permanently damaged. That, he

did not witness the occurrence of the incident. That, Joon Borah's wife

called a Tempo and took him to hospital. That, in this incident, accused

persons were beaten by informant. 

12.On  discussion  of  five  witnesses  including  the  informant  and  material

available in the record, it is seen that almost all witnesses have deposed

against  accused persons  enough to  hold  them liable  for  the  offences

alleged  to  have  committed  as  it  is  reflected  from  the  evidence  of

witnesses that accused persons used Dao to inflict injury on the body of

victim Paltu Borah and Dao is considered to be a dangerous weapon and

Section 326 IPC which lays  down as: "Whoever,  except  in  the case
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provided for by section 335, voluntarily causes grievous hurt by means of

any instrument for shooting, stabbing or cutting, or any instrument

which, used as a weapon of offence, is likely to cause death, or by

means of fire or any heated substance, or by means of any poison or any

corrosive  substance,  or  by  means  of  any  explosive  substance,  or  by

means of any substance which it is deleterious to the human body to

inhale,  to  swallow,  or  to  receive  into  the  blood,  or  by  means of  any

animal,  shall  be  punished  with  imprisonment  for  life  or  with

imprisonment of either description for a term which may extend to ten

years, or shall also be liable to fine" and even the testimony of medical

officer proved that sharp and dangerous weapon was used to inflict injury

on the body of victim but nature of injury could not be ascertained by the

medical  officer,  therefore,  it  is  proved  that  injury  was  caused  with

dangerous weapon but still to hold accused persons liable for offence u/s-

326IPC it is inevitable to have a look of the definition of "Grievous Hurt"

which is provided in section 320 IPC: "Grievous hurt.—The following kinds

of hurt only are designated as “grievous”:—

(First) — Emasculation.

(Secondly) —Permanent privation of the sight of either eye.

(Thirdly) — Permanent privation of the hearing of either ear.

(Fourthly) —Privation of any member or joint.

(Fifthly) —  Destruction  or  permanent  impairing  of  the  powers  of  any

member or joint.

(Sixthly) — Permanent disfiguration of the head or face.

(Seventhly) —Fracture or dislocation of a bone or tooth.

(Eighthly) —Any hurt which endangers life or which causes the sufferer to

be during the space of twenty days in severe bodily pain, or unable to

follow his ordinary pursuits.” whereas on perusal of materials as well as

statement of witnesses it is established that injury was caused but not

the  grievous  hurt/injury  as  offence  appears  to  have  been  committed

under section 324 IPC instead of section 326 IPC as because none of the
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ingredients of section 320 IPC is established. As such  accused persons

are not entitled to the benefit of reasonable doubt and it is clear that

they are liable for the commission of offence under section 324 IPC which

lays down as: Voluntarily causing hurt by dangerous weapons or means.-

Whoever,  except  in  the case  provided for  by Section  334,  voluntarily

causes hurt by means of any instrument for shooting, stabbing or cutting,

or any instrument which, used as weapon of offence, is likely to cause

death, or by means of fire or any heated substance, or by means of any

poison or any corrosive substance or by means of any substance which it

is deleterious to the human body to inhale, to swallow, or to receive into

the  blood,  or  by  means  of  any  animal,  shall  be  punished  with

imprisonment of either description for a term which may extend to three

years,  or  with  fine,  or  with  both.  As  such  this  court  finds  sufficient

evidence under section 324/34 IPC to hold accused persons liable for the

offence  in  furtherance  of  common  intention  of  both.  The  aforesaid

testimony of informant is supported by other prosecution witnesses. This

being  the  position,  the  prosecution  case  said  to  have  been  proved

beyond all reasonable doubt and successfully established its case against

accused persons.

13.Arguments advanced by both the parties  and the evidence on record

indicate that accused persons are found involved in the alleged incident

and are held guilty u/s 324/34 of Indian Penal Code. Therefore, accused

persons held guilty of commission of offence punishable u/s 324/34 of

Indian Penal Code.

14.My discussion above propels me to decide the point for determination in

affirmative.  Accordingly  the  accused  persons  Joon  Borah  and  Nayan

Borah are held guilty for commission of the offence punishable u/s 324/34

of Indian Penal Code.
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ORDER

15.Accused  persons  Joon  Borah  and  Nayan  Borah are  convicted  for  the

offence  punishable  u/s  324/34 of  Indian  Penal  Code.  Heard  learned

counsel  for  accused persons on sentence  hearing and he pleaded for

leniency in awarding punishment and therefore they are sentenced to

pay fine of Rs.2000/- each u/s-324/34 IPC. Fine so collected be paid to the

victim. In default of payment of fine they shall have to undergo SI for 15

days.

16.Furnish free copy to the accused persons.

17.The  bail  bond  shall  be  in  force  for  six  months  from the  date  of  the

judgment delivered.

18.Given under my hand and seal of this court on 03rd day of December,

2021.

   KUMARI ARTI

        SDJM(S), SONITPUR, TEZPUR
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Appendix:

Prosecution Witness:

PW 1: Babu Borah

PW 2: Babul Borah

PW 3: Smti. Manju Borah

PW 4: Dr. Hiranjan Saikia

PW 5: Nirmal Bora

Documents Exhibited by Prosecution: 

Ext. 1 : Ejahar

Ext. 1(1) : Signature of the informant

Ext. 2 : Medical report

Ext. 2(1) : Signature of PW-4 (Medical Officer)

Defence Witness: Nil

Documents Exhibited by the defence: Nil   

                                                                                      (Smti. Kumari Arti)

                                                                 SDJM(S), Sonitpur, Tezpur
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